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The material in this presentation is an outgrowth ofaome work done on
the tutorial, one-to-one, or Garrison method of teaching writing. Though
impressed by theconCept,of the tutorial; I had been dismayed to find that
research on its .effectivenesa 'tended to, be either. unrealistic studies which
almost'guaranteed its Sjicces, persOnaltestimonials With no. data, or studies
with aeriousdesign flaws. was my desire to test the Garrisonmethod,in a
realistic classroom setting and observeits effect on writing excellence,
'writing anxiety, and the teachers. To be frank, I e*Rected not to find the
method superior, but to find that it was an equal td current methods. To my
surprise, the one 7to-one methodiwas considered superior by 'the teachers, and
both subjective and objective measurements suggested, strongly that students
in tbelone-to-One method had mastered the elements of writing better than the
controi'studelits.

,

However, the most interesting data from the study concern what happens to
those students who are ill prepared for legrning to write.,as opposed to.thase
who are well prepared. Almost by accident, I noticed that students who enter
a comp class with insufficient skills almost always.make some progress in
writing proficiency (although one-to-one students make significantly more). On
the other hand, those students who have rod writing skills to begin with tend

. to'lose ground, sometimes drastically (here too.the record of the one:to-one
group is better; they tend to lose less),.

In this presentation, after'discusSing
the one-to-one niettiod and the

studieslenetally, I will give the datal. gathered from Inky study which, point
to the odd preparedfunprepded dichotomy". I will also introduce evidence from
several other sources- which indicates that my data isn't alone, thus sugges-
ting what I have is not anisolgted phenomenon. The evidence is strong: we
are shortchanging'-our good students, perhaps actually-harming them. Finally,
I will spend some time discussing what the evidence might mean.
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, +to
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TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
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:Of the many alternatives tb Current-tKaditiOnal-rhetoric, one in particular_

ha'S Always appealed to me: the one-to-one, or tuto ial method: This particular

technique has the simplicity of.genius and the persuasiveness of truth (which

means that it fits my biases). Basically, the one-to-one technique assumes

ehat writing is ,a complicated and drawn out process full .of cul-de-sacs and ,

recursions, and that the befit way for a beginning writer to learn is to,-Be

ioadlled at various steps. in that proc-.15s by an experienced writer. Thus, the

writing class consists not of a series of lectures on pre-planned topics, but

of a series of conferences between student and teacher so that they can discuss '

'

a given piece of work'not only after it has been shaped but several times-during
a

t, ``the shaping.

There are several things to be said in favorof such an approach. For one

thing, it does focus Qn the process of writing, not only as'mechanical prewriting

, writing, and rewriting, but in a more realistic, fluid sense. Second, ehestu-

debt gees instruction in only those things he or she needs to know." Thirdly,

1 students are producing their own writing from the very beginning, instead of

doing someone else's-writing in the.fOrm of eq(ercises. Finally, this method

*
°tends to eliminate,one of the most dreadful.of English department monsters:

the papers-to-be-graded dragon. All in all, a superior.-method of teaching

composition, one Which can vats from relaxed conversation's in the professor's
I

office, exemplified by the approach of Donald Murray, to more hectic'encounters

inthe classroom beehive, typifled by the method used by Roger Garris6n.

I was drawn to Garrison's tutorial approach because of his claims that

worked, that it was teachable, and that it was flexible. However, my initial

enthusiasm was tempered'a 4t when I started to read up on the research on the

topic. I found three types of studies on the Garrison method of tutorial. In
A

t'he first, the experiment is we 1 set up, well documented, well presented, but

I.
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the whole thing is so much and so obviously a laboratory exercise that one

wOnders. if there Asrany connection to the classroom at a:kl. In the second one

may find serioup design flaws, and the third consists of a set of seat -of -the

pants evaluations of tutorial methods. None of the studies appeared to me to
. ....

,

be prustworthy 'evaluations of the Garrison method',-or even of tutorial in

.general..'
.

- ,.. .

With the help of a grant from the Brigham YoungUniversity4lawaii Campus

professional developMent fund, I determined to test the Garrison method of one-

to-ope instruction in'a real-life classroom Setting, being as sure as..1 could .

,to set the research design to rigorous standards. I started out kith eight
\

.

\

..

sedelons of Composition,.four experimental, four control (which number dwin-.
1

Aled,'61rough vissicitudes of_like, to two each), controlling as best ,I could 11:

for teacher, student,-maferialri, number variables, 14:1.2.e maintaining A natural-

wri6ing class atmosphere. I made four hypotheses: 1) that the Garrison method

would provesuperior by subjective evaluatibn (holistic scoring), 2) that the

Garrison method would prove superior by objective evalultion (free modification

analysis), 3) that the Garrison methOdWeuld prove superior in the opinions of
.4-

the teachers who were introduced to it through the exn.,-iment,. and 4) that the

students would g.,..xhibit less writing anxiety as a result of being taught in the
. .

'Garrison method. I was able to keep all the hypotheses but number 4, writing

apprehension.,

Quod erat demonstrandum: the Garrison. method is a superior way

teaching composition in a typical college classroom setting.

However,-it is not my purpose in this presentation to give a "how-I-done-
.

good-reseptch" repott, but to present and comment onsome unexpected,Oata from

the project; data 1.filich,,I have since learned, have Surfaced in other reports.

'Firsi,_to my study. After I hei analyzed the overallAata from the study,

14 1. -
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I, for a reastm

into patterns.

r3-
/

which escape's me-at the moment, began idly grouping the numbers

For instance, I grouped the gain and'loss of pyntactic maturity

according to the starting maturity of the students, with the least syntactically

mature student, at the beginning, and the most at thd e, in a sort of lineup-
.

in order,of height fashion. The results intrigued and surprised me.t so I did

the-same,' only organized the data according ,to size .of. loss or gain in syntactic
. . t

.

maturity, and the results were the same. :I organized them accOrding'to who

J
lost and who gaiied, and the results were similar.

r ,

Let me share with you what I have found (I will use the data from the

ftee.Modification. analysis,ebecause the numhersare nicer, though the numbets from the

holistic evaluation',W uld do as well). Basically, what I discovered is that,
'

for bOth modes of teaching; those atudents-who were below m@am'ievel'imsyn-
,

tactic maturity. were more likel/ to make gains, and to make larger, gains.

Those students who were above the mean were-likely to exhibit loss of. syntactic

fluency; and sometimes. to lose ig Further, I dikoyered that the Garrison
N,

- method, which is sUl3erdor overall, gains most of ,its supdriority from the gains

of the lower and slightly above mean students. Neither Method of teaching

seems to help a student who comes to the class with good syntactic and pre-

sentational In'fact, a good student is likely to be harmed by

4

-4

-class, no matter whgt Mode. The b s that can be said about the one-to-one

mode is that it is significantly less likely to hurt the student.

.

Having given my thesis, let me now offer some data. I mill use the

'figures from the free modification analysis in. this presentation, though the

s.figtires from the holistid evaluati. 2 support hat I am about.,po say. First,

-,a word about free modification. Free modifi9ation, (FM) a term coined by

Francis Christensen refers, tolonger-than-a-word modifiers,-usually set of?

by commas, mhich can be moved about in the sen ence, and whiCIrthus constitute

5
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a goUrCe of stylists? freedom as well as syntactic maturity (hence the name
. ,

. V ..
,

b
!'tiee'!). An example would be a 'sentence such as,

. ..

In the" misty moonlight; we- made, moonshine.
.

And alternative model would' be

We made,. in the, misty mbonshige.
..

, - ,s. ..

Which is less felicitous, 'perhaps,, but grammatically correct, and finally
We made moonshine in the misty moonlight.

Now there are two important facets to free modification: how Much of it, and
.

.-whe re it is. Generally; college freshmell have about 16% ofrtheir words in
-..

1.' . .

e hdification,.wheieaa.profesaionalMiitershave about 34. In addition;

iirofgasional writers attatikinuch of their- fiee modification q the lends of

sentences, and college students not at all (almost). So, by measuring the

extent to which a student uses free modification, we ma easure the extent

to whiCh' he or she is- approaching the skills of good writers (not to be-con-

44Ffused with howgood they are
s:

becoming, though there is.a correlation).

As I indicated earlier, in my study, the one-to-one grdup made 'signifi-

cant gains in syntactic maturity over ,the controlgronp. However:it is when
.

we look inside each group, examining within -group trends, that the real sig-.
:e, Il:',

, .
4fidance of the data emerges'. I would, like to present two views of these

grops;.plotting.their progress two wags, and show what I found.

..., (.74p tirs,e-view plots'hoth expetimental
t

pit control group gains against

i:,: , - .

levelsarting, leyel. .

',1

S.

V
... '.

:

0

. Place 'figure one-about here

0
doe

.As you will note in figure one (the table and the graph show the same

thing; the table is more precise, the graph shows trends better), one scale

5
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is beginning FM percentage-, the other is the percent of that groupwho gained

in syntactic fluenay. As.the figure indicates, in the experimental' group 75%

.

of thoSe with the loWest beginninrsyntactic fluedcy made gains, and 66.7% of
o

1
those in the control group. Thi4 means that no matter what class a student
k t .

t

,l 4
is in, he or she istlikelyftomake some sort of gain. This trend continues,

^

Antil we reach ;the eugoff point, which is the mean syntaotic level. At that

,/
point,-the experlmentalkgroup begins

likely to gain in.flueney

toojeose ground, though a student is still

into the 25 ko.30% lcket. The control
.

grOup, on the other hand, loses 14S,of,',gropyind immediately. .In the control

group, An above average student has only one chance in five of gaining. pow-
.

ever,, it is not the compaison between Control and experimental groups that

is important,itcia the trend, which clearly shows that the more syntactically
rk

mature a student is when he/she enters class, the less likely he/she is to

make gains in maturity.

Let's" take a second look at the data 'from another angle for a Moment. In

this view, we will look at the average change in FM percentage plotted against

beginning FM percentages.
A

'Place figure two,about here

In the graph on the figure (here again the graph and chart give the same'

° 'information), the horizontal.scale tells its what the beginning FM percentage
P

of the students was, in groups of-five percentage points, andthe vertical

scale tells us how Much the mean gain of each group was. So, the students

who began the course with between 5 and 10 percent FM usage averaged a 4.6%

gain in syntactic maturity fore,the experimental group, and a 3.13% gain for

the control. However, both groups did gain in syntactic maturity.. Compare

4
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that with-what gapp4ns,in'the groups whose 'beginning FM percentages were in

the above averageliange. In the control gronp:'the mean gain isn't again at"-

all, but a loss, and the losses.get bigger as the starting average gets high-,

er. For.the experimental group, the gains keep'getting smaller and smaller,

until finally, with exceptionally fluent students, they drop off into losses.
r . ,,

.

t ..
,,.Again, though the experimental group does-much better than the'control group, '4 ..

. ,

the trend i3 clear: those with higher syntactic skills to begin with tend to

exhibit same'loss of syntactic matirity at the end of the semester, .no matter

what .the instructional' .format is.

Let us'turn our attention now to some other evidence suppCorting.my

contention that this is a generalized phenomonon. had been worried that the

makeup of'mytotal expe4mental Population might have some effect orrmy.resulits,

since the Briiham'Young University-Hawa4 ii Campus student'body has an unusually
.

.

high percentage of non- native speakers of glish in it,.drawn.lrom mostly

non-Indoeuropean language groups. However, evidence fromlother sources

suggeits that Iam,nOtalone. As nne example, the data from Simmons (1979)

has hints it it that the problem in-the Los ageles area might be the same.\
.

Although the data is not:Organized to show class gains,,there is separate
, '

data for each of the Sixteen classes participating- (remedial and regular

English clesses from four different schools). In most cases the remedial

classes showed the' greatest-gains, and, though it would be difficult, to ,

say for sure given the data, it is possible that in some cases the significance

of, the overall gains is a result of the remedial classes' gains. A second

source of evidence has someofrom:the University of Idaho, which uses a pre--
(1

-and post-test formula for evaluating composition students. A-;:xliminary,,,

analysis of about fifty sets of essays from both preparatory and advanced

1
classes indicates the same-trend, even stronger than in,theBYU-HC

r

n
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I don't want to give any figures here, because th e study is still tin.c
.

...'progressi but the suggestion is there that the data' will confirm-the-trend of

.the BYU-HC' study.' . ..---
.

i

.
....- ,

...
.--

'iloweVer, for solid;.evidgice, lets me turn to;a study done at Washington..
..

. 1C
1. , .

State4Ttiversity-by- Richard Haswell. This study I iind very significant fot two.
..

..,.--

rea'sgne First, in 'the study, thereare.ma3or differences betWeen what.I did...---
....,

-

t
and what Bagwell did: I was testing tutorial methods, hi,was esting, sentenceO..

'combining;' I used FM as my measure, he used T-units; I used. edited, out of class
. '

essays, he used timed, in-class essays., 'The second significant factor is that

his results coincide withAvkite'io a 'remarkable degree, thus giving an aridependent

'validation of my data. Let,us'look at.his data.
°

IPlace figure four about here

-.!

-'

o

The, graphAt the bottom of'the page clearly indicates that as Students

0approach the norm in pre-test :cbres, their percentage of gains diminishes,

until finally, the gains:become losses as the students go from being below

mean to being abbve mean. Similirly4 the table at the top of'the page illos-
1

trates the progression. The table headed Pre7Post Improvement Improvement is

especial"); interesting. It'shows that in the experimental group, of tlhose at
...

y 7
0

s
0

thcb_ottom
c of the syntattic maturity ladder, 100% made gains, while.ef those at

the to of the ladder, only 7% made gains. As with my study. the'. experimental

(

group did better, but'all this-means is that the slide towards loss of syntactic
. ,

,maturity is slowed, not arrested: Good students still come out of class demon-.
.

strating less of a te4dency to write more complex sentences than they did before.

Thus Haswell's'findings mirror my own. -,

Which-brings its to_the important question. Why should this be so? I am
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assuMing when I ask this, that we are not actually stunting students; that those

//
who Come to class with good skills don't lose them,but that they have chosen 4.

'A
(merely not to demonstrate them. Linguistic competence is, after all, rather

hard to kill.

So, let me consider some of the possible answers. I'd like to star6irst

with Haswell's theory. He suggests that it is a matter of cogr.tive development.
e
That is, most of the gain is shown by thd ill-prepared because they-experience

. .

of studying and working in a college atmospheresimply speeds up their develop-

meat and brings them up to the norm. I have two objections to this. First.is

one that Haswell could not have known about, because he didn't have the data.

It'is.this:. in my analysis Of essays at .tle.. University of Idaho I could have

found two patterns., The first would be that all the remedial students (we call.
1%,

10.3)*gained while advanced students (104) didn't._ Such,a pattern would in-.

ped i icate cognitive.growth: What I found though, was that the pattern

existed,fOr each class. That is, 03 students still exhibited the below mean/

above mean behavior, although their mean was considerably lower. So did the

104 students. This would'seem to indicate that it is not a matter of cognitive

de4eloment, 134.(t that it is something which occurs within each class structure.

The second objection I have to a cognitive development theory is that^it doesn't,,

explain fully why the good stildent should lose. If we,were to accept i cog-

nitave development theory,we might expect good students to either stay pac or

to make-smaller gains. r
What other reasons might'we advance; then? Since the behavior patterns

.

wend to relate to the individual class, Ioilight suggest two possible reasons.
- .

First, it might be thatwe as teachers are simply allowing the better prepared

-students to co.15t,. There is ampie evidence.in the literature to indicate that_

the-way to a teacher's heart is through involved diction, long'essays, big

10
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f
words, andlproper spelling. .It 'could vefy well bethat in our .relief to findl

student whip can actually write a series of tnglish sentences, we subtly and

unconsciously indicate to that .student that.he or she doesn't need to push to

succeed in the class; that he or she can. spend time on sociology or anthropology

or biology and still get the A or the B or the.P or the S. I have often found

myself fawning over a bright student,marking wonderful, and exca.lent oNer4 1

papers that were ih fact nomore than adequate, and giving that student's fur-

ther efforts only cursdiy attention, saving myself for the semi-literate who is

trying to grasp the idea of a thesis.

A becond'explanation might be the effect of the:dreaded red pencil. Syri4

4

/taatid-fluency means, for most freshmen,-good and poor writers, trying styles

and Structures that they ate riotfamili'ar with, experimenting with the language,,

making hypotheses about what will and-will not wOrk, grammatically and stylis-.

tiaally. And, as is inevitable, many of thdse experiments don't work. Miscues
, e

%I is what they are beihg calledlgowadays,"mistakes that indicate the student isr ,
working with a not altogether controlled style., However, miscues indicate that"
the student is trying, is learning.' What we as teiChers should AD is encourage

e
that sort of behavior, after first learning to recognize it. What we usually\ . a

.. .
.

do do is to zap it with Ard; or Brag, or .Sp. Students are not dummies. If they

stick their necks out, and get them Chopped up, they will'keer them in the next.
l

4

time. On the pre-te'st essays in most. of these studies, the students may be.
\

.

;

\trying to show the teachers that they have writing mastered. Since they don't,, 1 .
.k. .

.
they make mistakes; which are noted in red', and which teach the student not to

\ .
.

.
, . .

Make any more experiments. Safe and sure wins the race.
,

,

,

t .

So, then, where,does this leave us? In the position of a doctor with a set

of curious symptoms and no discernable disease, or a scientist with some inter-
6

.

esting data-and notheory. I suggest it would be well worth our while to spend

11

I

-
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some.time looking at the gif5dci. writer as much as we,have been looking at the

basic writer; studying ways to inflametite imagination andenlarge .the ability

of those who make the top layers of the class:as well as those who live at the

. bottom; that we devise strategies fox teaching the already competent as well as

the not o competent.

O

'4'47
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-Gains and Percentages by StartingLevel Maturity

Ftg. one
(Adapted from Shook, 1981)

::Table
i

,

.-.-

\

,

Pre -test , Experiment (n=39) . Control (n=45)
% of'FM .

Usage,
/ - '

..

.5 to 10.5
10.5 to 15.5
15.5 to '20.5

20.5 to 25.5
25.5 to 30.5
3t.5 + ',

80

Percent of- .

Group Making
*Gains

40

20

5

No. 11. No. % No. in No. %
Group, Qains. Gains Group Gains Gains

5 4 3 75.0
e

, 6 4 66.7
18 14 78.7: . 19 14 73.7
11 8 72.7 9 2 , 22.2
3 2 66.7 5 0 00.0
3 0 00.0' 5 0 00.0
0 1 0 00.0

I

-- --Control

. Group

Pre-test Mean

5 10 15 io ." 25 io 35

Pre-test FM Usage (%)

rf

Experimental,



Fig. two
(Ad pted.from Shook, 1981)

Mean.*Changes in FM Usage

".

Table B

Pre-test
% of FM
Usage

"Experimnt (n=39) 'Control (n=4'5)
% of
Group

% Change % of
Group

% change
M SD M SD

5.5 to 10.5 10.2 4.60 4.10 13.0 3.13 .

10.5 to 15.5 46.0 5.84 7.25 42.2 2.14 4.83
15.5 to 20..5 28.0 4.99 7.50 20.0 -2.02 417
20.5 to 25.5 7.7 1.63 2.10 11.1 -6.72 4127
25.5 to 30.5 7.7 -3,93' 3.61 11.1 -7.28 .3.54
30,5 + 0.0 0.00. 0.00 2.2 -16.10 0 .J00

Graph B
='- Control

15
Group

Pre-test 'Mean

Change Ili

FM Usagef(%).

Pre-test FM Usage (%)
\

\ Experimental.
\



Fig'. Three

.

Both Figures from Haswell (081)/

TABLE 3 / . ......

Pre /Post Achievement by Experimental and Control Studetds on Two Syntactic
'Factors for Ten Subgroups Established by Rarik Order of Initial Syntactic

. Performance (Figures in Parenthese/ s,a4re FullGroup Means)* ,

Grouping\ byrre:rest
Score

. '

Score flange`

onl're-Test
Ovorg/unit)

Prel'estScore
, .(ntne)

Pos,C Test Score
(mein)

PrefflostIff.
in Means

Pre/PostInuovement
(7e0111)

.
EX CON EX

o CON EX CON EX CON
...

,
1-19 6.20- 7.83 7.42 .7.04 9.30 7.73 1.88 .69 100 86CLAUSE 20-39 8.01- 8.79 8.33 8.47 8.94 7.99 .61 -.48 SO 42LENGTH 40-59 8.84- 9.34 9.06 9.16 9.48 8.59 .42 -.57 54 33

60-79 9.35-10.30 9.77 9.83 -"9.14 11.50 -.63 -.33 36 33
80-99 10.47-12.23 11.41 11.28 9.37 10.41 -1.73 - .87 7 16

. (9.26) . (9.06) (9.28) (8.73) (.02) (- .33) (413) (42)I . .

-1-19 9.64=12.27 11.35 11.31 16.04 13.42 4.69 2.11 106
...-.-

130,-"'-'T-UNIT .,__ 20-39 12. 40-0.-.10 12.98 12.89 16.11 1444 3.33 1.25 90 90 iLENGTH ---\ 40-S9 13.5044.57 13.98 14.16 16.28 11.64 2.30 - - .52 85 50
60-79 14.80-17.14 15.89 15.31 16.16 15.09' .27 -.42 60 500 80-99 17.21-23.14 19.25 18.51 16.59 17.60 -2.61 - .91 23 - ' 43

(14.94) (14:21) (16.30) (14.69) (1.36) . (.48) (70) (65)
Expe/Imental N 56

e

r-

Control N e 4ek

Figure I, Change in Clause Length

cumulative % of W for EX
4 - 21 41 69. 91 96 100

-1

0,,

4

EX

0 CON

4t

'0 -.0

\ 16 47 77 96 100

cumulative % of ?I for CON

1---

6-6.99.. 7-7.99 '878.99 9-9.99 10-10.99 11-11.99 12-12.99

aPrs-Test Scores (Words per Clause) -.
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